Delivery Driver / Assistant Tent Installer
compensation: Depending on experience, willing to learn and take on more responsibilities

Hiring Immediately Full Time and Part Time positions available
If you like helping people - this job is for you!!!!!
Mature Person Wanted immediately... NON SMOKER ONLY

Warehouse and Tent Installer (Reno) hide this posting
Warehouse and Driver/Driver Assistants and Tent Installers (Reno)
NOW HIRING Warehouse personnel, Drivers Assistants, Drivers, Tent Installers, Pickers and Packers!!
ALL OCCASION PARTY RENTALS 5301 Longley Lane #A-14 Reno 775.828.4999 IS. . .. . .Now Recruiting :
Apply immediately. . .. Start this week
This job is an excellent opportunity to learn all aspects of a business, for the right person.
We will train and increase salary accordingly. Organizer/ Mr. Handyman Fix-it is a HUGE plus!!! Conscientious,
level head, dependable and anxious to learn is all a huge plus, keeping things in working order, fix them when
they are broken, call for parts if needed. Etc.
Warehouse person to pick pack/ deliver/ pick back up/ sanitize and re-inventory to shelf.
Must be self starter and self directed, outgoing personality, clean cut, drug free, a definite team personality,
eager and willing to keep a cool head and multi task, definitely an organizer, Constantly thinking of new ways to
improve procedures, and really enjoys talking with people.
Available after a 1 year continual service:
Rental equipment for personal events "only" "upon on availability"
Yearly bonus dependent on overall performance and individual sales.
Paid vacation
Personalized business cards
The opportunity to work with some really talented individuals that gets the job done in an enjoyable environment.
Load and unload trucks pick and pack, count deliver and pick up supplies to set up equipment properly.
Bring DMV print out for driving positions. Must have reliable transportation, organizational skills, clean cut

appearance. Catering or banquet experience a plus but definitely not needed. Must pass drug test, able to lift
60# CONSISTENTLY. Qualities that I need in a warehouse person:
Organizer and fixes mistakes
Self Starter Constantly thinking of new ideas and projects
Likes a clean work area Shares ideas and ways to improve our
Multi tasker procedures and the way we do things to streamline.
Up for a challenge Counter
Does not get frustrated easily Leader
Can talk easily with customers Decision Maker

